Distribution network reconfiguration is an important tool to optimize the operating conditions of a distribution network. Niche Binary Particle Swarm Optimization (NBPSO) Algorithm is proposed to overcome the defect of Particle Swarm Optimization prematurity for distribution network reconfiguration. In view of distribution network switch location in order, the weighted hamming distance is redefined for dividing different niche groups. Different niche groups are optimized using PSO, and particles in renewal groups are adapted by sharing mechanism. An IEEE 33-bus radial distribution test system is taken as a study system for performing the test. The results reveal the strong global searching of the proposed method for solving the problem.
gy ( ) and is as follows. Where: n t is the number of components, including transformers, feeder lines or the branch line. j is rate of load for component j. ave is mean rate of load for network.S j ,S jmax is respectively actual load capacity and the maximal permissible load capacity for component j. Voltage magnitude at each node must lie within their permissible ranges to maintain power quality.
(2)Branch current thermal stability constraints: Current magnitude of each branch (feeder, laterals and switches) must lie within their permissible ranges. The distribution network should be made up of radial structure based on an operational point of view g k G
Niche binary Particle Swarm Optimization Algorithm

Binary Particle Swarm Optimization Algorithm
Particle swarm optimization, originally designed by Kennedy and Eberhart in 1995 [5] , is an emerging population-based optimization method. PSO is a kind of random search algorithm that simulates nature evolutionary process and has the characteristics of memory. Its basic idea is as follow: every particle represents solution of the problem, which fitness is decided by optimal function, and then According to the cognitive memory, all the particles can adjust their position moving toward their global best position or their neighbor's local best position. Therefore the optimal solutions or near the optimal solutions with a fast convergent speed is found.
In (6-7), k represents the iterative number, is the inertia weight,C 1 and C 2 are learning factors.r 1 ,r 2 are respectively a random number between 0 and 1.
respectively represent each particle's previous best position remembered and the globally best position in the whole swarm .
The basic particle swarm optimization can not be used to optimize the pure discrete binary combinational problem. To handle this problem, Kennedy and Eberhart proposed BPSO algorithm [6] , where the particles take the values of binary vectors of length n and the velocity defined the probability of bit x ij to take the value 1. BPSO reserves the updating formula of the velocity (see (6) ) while velocity is constrained to the interval [0.0, 1.0] by a limiting transformation function, that is, the particle changes its bit value by (8-9) in BPSO.
Iterative formula of particle position is as follows.
Others 0
Where the value of rand () is a random number between 0 and 1 and the function S (v) is a sigmoid limiting transformation.
Niche Binary Particle Swarm Optimization Algorithm
Niching techniques maintain multiple solutions in multimodal domains, in contrast to exiting evolutionary and swarm intelligence optimization techniques that have been designed to only locate single solutions.Niching techniques are divided into pre-selection mechanism, sharing mechanism, and crowing mechanism. Good local searching of niche technique, in some degree, makes up for shortcoming of PSO in local optimum searching.
Dividing gene particle swarms into different niche groups is according to the hamming distance. Hamming distance is generally defined as follows.
Where ||(X i ,X j )||represents distance norm between X i and X j. According to given parameter R ch ,if d ij< R ch , this particle joins the niche group
,where P k is the number of particles in this niche group. Niche group radius is set by the priori knowledge for the given problem.
Hamming distance is generally defined for gene sequence as follows.
Goldberg [7] regards that each niche as a finite resource should share this resource among all individuals in the niche. It is a parallel, explicit niching approach. If the distance d ij between in-individuals is less than R ch ,the sharing function Sh(d ij ) returns a value in the range[0,1]that increases as d ij decreases. Otherwise, it returns zero. So the more similar these two particles, the lower their individual fitness will become. The distance measure d ij can be genotypic or phenotypic, depending on the problem to be solved [8] .
An individual's fitness f i is adapted to its shared fitness.
NBPSO program
(1)Initialize permeates of NBPSO;
(2)Calculate hamming distance between two particles, and divide niche particle groups k p X by d ij< R ch; (3) Calculate every particle's initial fitness by fitness function; (4)Update each particle's position and velocity, where the globally best position is the best position in niche group not in the whole swarm; (5)Optimal fitness of renewal particles are updated by formula 13; (6)Compare hamming distance between two particles. If the distance is near, the particle with small optimal fitness is penalized using the penalty function according to updated optimal fitness; (7)Calculate each particle fitness, sustain particle with the best optimal fitness, and search whether meet optimal criteria. if so, break the program. If not, go ahead next particle's niche optimal.
(8)Search whether achieving the best optimal solution. If not, the most optimal particle in each particle niche group makes up for Renewal particles groups and then repeat from (2).
Application of nbpso in distribution network reconfiguration
Encoding
Distribution network reconfiguration is nonlinear combinatorial optimization, which decides open or close status in order of switches. The on/off (0/1) status of switches represents particle's position in every dimension. According to radial network constraint, some special switches are correspondingly encoded.
(1) Some switches indirectly connecting power supply are set to the on status. Otherwise loads are not supplied.
(2) Branch switches not located in loop distribution network are always set to the on status. Therefore, particle position dimensions optimized are reduced, and optimal efficiency is improved.
Initialing particle swarm
In view of radial network constraint, particles group's position coming to initialize need to process correspondingly. According to graphic theory, the number of open switches equals the quantity of tie-switches (TW), which is necessary to distribution network operating with radial network. So in the process of initialing particle groups, there are at least TW "0"status in dimension of every particle's position. At first, every dimension of particle position is set to "1"status and then TW dimensions in the dimension of every particle are randomly set to "0"status, which is achieved by random function.
PSO optimization in Searching is according to Particle fitness. So constructing a fit function is important. The F, FL,FB in distribution network is set as fitness function in this paper.
Dividing niche PSO group
Hamming distance is used to distinguish the difference of gene Sequences, but considering gene coding in order, hamming distance is accordingly modified for distribution network.
Different bits in gene Sequence are respectively given the different weighted values, which better cooperates gene coding in distribution network and divides niche groups. The modified hamming distance is as follows.
Modifying Particle Position
Initiating particles group having been set only satisfies the essential requirement, but there is the advent of loop network or island network for distribution network. So particle position in BPSO needs to modify. After updating the particle, according to distribution network Topology, search whether there are TW "0"status dimensions of every particle and whether island network turns up. If so, the particle position is modified as feasible Solution.
Simulation Result And Discussion
The simulation is carried out by using the IEEE 16-bus configuration as shown in Figs1.The system holds 16 branches, including 3 tie-switches. Its rated voltage is 23kv.The sum load is 28.7+j17.3 kvA. second transformer is 0.94, but the load rate of the second transformer is 0.26. This distribution network has three branches connecting with power supply and one branch not located in loop distribution network, which are set close status according to coding rules. So every particle position has 12 in dimension after encoding. The number of particles is set 30. =0.9, C 1 =2, C 2 =2.The maximal iteration times is set to 150.The weighted values are set as follows in this paper.a 1 =0.75, a 2 =0.25.
Different object functions correspondingly result in switches combination and different networks. Power losses in distribution network reconfiguration based on object function F L reduce by 7.38% than Initial status network, but it does not perfectly solve load balancing.Similarly,Load balancing is better solved, but its power loss increases. Distribution network reconfiguration based on object function takes into account both reducing power loss and balancing loads.
Meanwhile, the performances of the proposed algorithm is tested by 20 times for distribution network reconfiguration based on object function F L .The minimal of evolutionary iteration times is 4.The maximal evolutionary iteration times is 32. The average iteration times is 13.6.The Times of optimal solution in the 20 tests is 20.Simulation results show that compared with other methods, the proposed algorithm can improve the optimization searching efficiency.
Conclusion
This paper addresses Niche binary Particle Swarm Optimization Algorithm applying to distribution network reconfiguration. According to character of distribution network, encoding is simplified and hamming distance to divide niche groups is redefined. Initialing particle group with modifying infeasible solutions while updating particles avoids the yield of infeasible solutions and overcomes premature problems of single PSO algorithm. Using the proposed method, the results show this algorithm can apply to network reconfiguration problems more effectively.
